
Defi nition

Some might say that the rhetorical situation, 
an expression coined by Lloyd Bitzer, is the 
most important concept in writing. 

According to Bitzer, all writing occurs 
within a rhetorical situation, and every rhe-
torical situation has three components. 

First, a rhetorical situation includes 
what he calls an “exigence,” or occasion for 
writing. More specifi cally, such an occasion 
carries with it both a sense of urgency and 
a promise that through writing, a composer 
can make a change to that situation. 

Second (and while it may seem obvi-
ous), a rhetorical situation includes an audi-
ence that can be infl uenced by or react to the 
writing. 

Rhetorical Situation

Third, a rhetorical situation by defi ni-
tion has constraints, and they come in two 
forms. An author may bring certain con-
straints to the writing, for example certain 
beliefs that infl uence how the author under-
stands a given issue. Likewise, there are con-
straints associated with the situation itself, 
for instance the frame of mind of the audi-
ence or the environment in which they hear 
or read a text. Both of these constraints are 
part of the rhetorical situation because they 
can infl uence audience response and the po-
tential of the writer to make change. 

Importance in the Field

Although scholars disagree on which comes 
fi rst—the writing or the rhetorical situation—
they agree that effective writers use the con-
cept of the rhetorical situation throughout their 
composing processes. They use it as a way to 
frame a writing task, for example. And they use 
it as they compose, to be sure that their writing 
keeps its intended focus. 

In sum, the rhetorical situation is the 
situation in which we all write—be it a text 
message; a resume; or a research project and 
poster. 
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Invention

Definition

Significance

Resources
Invention is the term used to describe both 
what writers have to say and how they can go 
about deciding that content. In this sense, 
writing is always an act of invention. As a 
topic, invention includes a wide variety of 
issues: it can include exploring alternatives, 
deciding if evidence is credible, interpret-
ing material, considering audience, and 
beginning a piece of writing. Indeed, there 
are theories of invention suggesting that 
invention occurs both as one begins to write 
and as the composer continues throughout 
the writing process.  In addition, like com-
posing itself, invention can be understood 
as an activity of a single writer composing 
in a social context and as a collaborative 
process involving several authors. Invention 
was always a part of communication, from 
the days of Plato and Aristotle, and inter-
est today continues, especially as teachers 
develop invention techniques for both page 
and screen to help students decide what to 
say—and how—in many different kinds 
of genres, from proposals and reviews to 
research projects, and in different media. 

Invention is at the heart of writing; because 
composing entails invention, it is consid-
ered an epistemological practice—that 
is, a practice through which one makes 
knowledge. When in the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, programs in rhetoric and composition 
began re-creating themselves, they located 
invention at the center of that effort.
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